Geeky Elle lives and breathes Starfield, the classic sci-fi series she grew up watching with her
late dad. A cosplay contest for a new movie has her jumping at the chance to enter. Because the
prize is an invite to ExcelsiCon Cosplay Ball and an actor meet-and-greet. But that may not
happen if her stepsisters get there first. Actor Darien Freeman used to live for cons before getting
famous. Playing Carmindor is all he ever wanted, but the fandom has written him off as another
dumb heartthrob. With ExcelsiCon drawing closer, he feels more like a fake until he meets a girl
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who shows him otherwise.

Elliot is very clear on what she isn’t doing this summer: staying at home in Sacramento with
her stepmother; going to mock trial camp at UCLA; or going to the Air Force summer
program in Colorado Springs. The last idea isn’t appealing thanks to the need for push-ups
and days of now sleep. What she will do is pick out a new name, pack up her favorite
Octavia Butler novels with her Jordans, and run away to Rayevich College for its Sci-Fi
Literature program. The only problem? Her super-genius cousin had the same idea, and he’s
ready to steal her dream and expose her in the process.
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Working as a waitress at a cheesy, medieval-themed restaurant in Chicago, Kit dream of
being a knight like her brother. She has the moves, is great on a horse, and really needs the
raise to help her mom pay the mortgage and hold a spot at her dream college. But company
policy only allows guys to be knights. So when Kit takes her brother’s place and reveals her
identity during the show’s end, she goes viral…and gets in trouble with management. But the
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Girl Knight won’t go down without a fight.

Pinky Kumar is proud to be a social justice warrior. It also helps that the badge makes
her conservative, corporate lawyer parents cringe. Samir Jha has a few quirks remaining
from the time he had to take care of his sick mother. Like his endless lists in his planner
and how he schedules every minute of each day. But these are good things; they make
life predictable and steady. But when Pinky needs to shut up her parents about her past
boyfriends and Samir’s internship falls through, they hatch a plan: Samir will be Pinky’s
fake boyfriend in exchange for a new internship. That is, if everything goes according to
plan.
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Raffy has a passion for bedazzling, sewing, stitching, draping, pattern making—creating. He’s always chosen his art over everything and
everyone else to make his mark at the biggest cosplay competition. All for potential sponsorships, art school, and real respect for his work.
There’s just one small problem: Raffy’s ex-boyfriend Luca, is his main competition. And when Raffy is forced to partner with Luca for his most
ambitious build yet, he’ll have to juggle a mix of feelings to get what he wants: choosing his art, his way.
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Mia’s friends love rom-coms; Mia, however, does not. She thinks they’re silly, contrived, and not at all realistic. Besides, there are
more important things to worry about: her bridezilla sister Sam, who never appreciated Mia, and basically surviving junior year by
juggling every school club she's in and acing her classes. So when Mia’s tasked with finding a date to her sister’s wedding, her
options basically are nonexistent. But her friends have an idea. Mia just needs a meet-cute of her own.
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Charlie is a lot of things. Smart, funny, artistic, ambitious, fat. People sometimes have a problem with that last one. Like her mom, who
leaves a billion weight loss shakes on her dresser. Society has ideas about what Charlie should look like, too: thinner, lighter, slimmerfaced, straighter-haired. Smaller, whiter, quieter. But Charlie has her best friend Amelia in her corner. So when Charlie starts a
relationship with cute classmate Brian, the first guy to notice her, everything’s perfect...until she learns he asked Amelia out first.
Charlie thinks it’s about time for people to really see her for who she is.
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If Bao Nguyen had to describe himself, he’d say he was a rock. Steady, strong, not too interesting. He’s got average grades and his social
status is unremarkable. He may work at his parents’ pho restaurant, but he’s their fifth favorite employee. If Linh Mai had to describe herself,
she’d say she was a firecracker. Stable when unlit, full of potential for joy and fire. She loves art and dreams of a career in it. The only
problem is her parents who rely on her too much, including having her work full-time at her family’s pho restaurant. Despite the Nguyen and
Mais being at odds for years, a chance encounter brings Linh and Bao together.
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When math genius Emma and her coding club co-president, George, are tasked with brainstorming a new project, The Code for Love is
born. George disapproves of Emma’s idea for a matchmaking app, accusing her of meddling in people’s lives. But all the happy new
couples at school are proof the app works…at first. Emma knows her code is flawless. So why are perfectly matched couples breaking
while the wrong people fall for each other? And why do Emma’s own feelings defy any algorithm?
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Chloe Wang is nervous to introduce her parents to her boyfriend because she hasn’t met him yet, either. She hired him from Rent Your
‘Rents, a company specializing in providing carefully trained, fake boyfriends. Drew Chan’s passion is art. But after dropping out of college
makes his parents cut him off, he now works as a Rent for Your ‘Rents employee to pay rent. Chloe and Drew’s mission is simple: convince
her parents that Drew is worthy of their approval so they’ll stop pressuring Chloe to accept a proposal from the wealthiest, slimiest bachelor
in their community. Things get complicated with Chloe starts to fall for the real Drew…
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